Features

- Available on Android and iOS environments
- Product selectors with sorting, compare, and electrical parameter filter capabilities for:
  - Operational amplifiers (op-amps)
  - Comparators
  - Current sensing products, power and high speed amplifiers
- Op-amp cross reference tool
- Interactive schematics with component value calculations
- 2D and 3D package mechanical outline possibilities
- My favorite product management
- Access to product prices and availability to distributors
- Buy-online
- Access to the latest news about ST signal conditioning products
- Supported languages: English, French, Italian, Chinese and Japanese
- Share by e-mail

Description

The **ST-OPAMPS-APP** is a free application for smartphones and tablets that allows you to select the appropriate operational amplifier, comparator, or other signal conditioning products. An op-amp cross reference tool is embedded in the application to ease product comparison. Moreover, standard and applicative schematics are available with product proposals and component value calculations.

This application guides you to select your product from parametric or schematic searches, it displays the datasheet, and it allows the product to be purchased from STMicroelectronics' distributors. Finally, an integrated feed provides up-to-date worldwide and local news on signal conditioning products.
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